Expert Daily Briefings email alert

New course content sent to you every day
In an everchanging world, political, social and economic events can change your research or teaching curriculum instantly. Sign up to the Expert Daily Briefings email alert to receive the latest analysis of global trends and developments every day. Expert Briefings is a single source of current content that can be easily used as a pre-read for seminar discussions and debates or to form the basis of lectures.

Sign up for Expert Daily Briefings email alerts
Faculty and students can sign up to receive an Expert Daily Briefings email alert that brings together all briefings published that day. To sign up – first login via your profile, then click on the subscribe button on the Expert Briefings browse page.

Log in to your profile

From the homepage, select ‘Register for a profile’ or ‘Login’.

Subscribe to alerts
Visit emerald.com/insight/content/briefings and click ‘Subscribe’

Stay up to date
Sign up to the Expert Briefings Daily Alert email and receive up to the minute analysis of global events as they happen.

Stay up to date
Sign up to the Expert Briefings Daily Alert email and receive up to the minute analysis of global events as they happen.

*If your university does not have access to Expert Briefings, visit our information page to find out more.

*If your university does not have access to Expert Briefings, visit our information page to find out more.
Added to your profile area

You will now see **Expert Daily Briefings** appear in your list of alerts within your profile area. You can unsubscribe to alerts from here.

**Expert Daily Briefings** email alerts delivered to you

- **Keep track of your daily alerts.**
- **View a short introduction to the briefing, then click the link to read it in full on Emerald Insight.**
- **Direct link to browse all Expert Briefings on Emerald Insight.**
- **Complete this short survey to tell us what you think about Expert Daily Briefings.**
- **If you don’t have access to Expert Briefings content, get in touch to find out more.**
- **You can unsubscribe to Expert Daily Briefings from the alert email.**

**MORE INFORMATION**

In order to access **Expert Briefings**, your institution must have a current subscription. **Get in touch** to discuss trial and access options.

**Learn more** about Expert Briefings – trusted and actionable analysis of global trends and development

**Find out** how Expert Briefings are used as a teaching resource

**Receive** the latest FREE featured briefings with the Expert Briefings Monthly Pick email